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Southern Hemisphere GHOST Test Program 

Status Report

16 January to 19 February 1968

Flights

Flight 119103 SX was launched at 1744 UT on 22 January 1968.
Flight 120707 GL was launched at 1821 UT on 30 January 1968.
Flight 121503 FG was launched at 2050 UT on 30 January 1968.
Flight 122506 BY was launched at 1741 UT on 8 February 1968.
Flight 123302 AB and 123306 FJ was launched at 1734 UT on 9 February 1968.

Flight Status -- 700 Millibars

Flight 120707 GL was the first 700 millibar flight. It flew for at 
least eight days and was in or under clouds during much of its flight time.
We are waiting final data analysis to determine whether this balloon reached 
the South American continent. Additional flights at 700 millibars have been 
postponed awaiting favorable off-shore winds.

Flight Status -- 500 Millibars

Flight 121503 FG was a five-foot diameter spherical balloon with a metal 
cap. It flew for one day and was in clouds during this day. It appears that 
the metal cap technique which has been so successful at 300 millibars is not 
useful at 500 millibars. Three additional flights are planned with identical 
balloons.

Flight 122506 BY was a filament reinforced ellipsoid with major diameter
13.5 feet. During ground testing it could not be stressed beyond fifty per
cent of design strength due to defects in the filament winding. It flew for 
two days.

Flight Status -- 300 Millibars

Of the five metal capped balloons flown at 300 millibars, only one bal
loon, 107307 JN,.is still flying after 92 days.

Flight 108304 KS flew for 53 days.

Flight 109305 QW flew for 10 days.

Flight 110306 VL flew for 44 days. During its life it lost 0.47o of its
gas each day and descended after it had lost all overpressure.

Flight 111306 DK flew for 22 days.
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Flight 123302 AB and 123306 FJ is an experiment to determine the best 
method of measuring wind shear below a floating balloon. The balloon is 
floating at 285 millibars (9500 meters). The FJ transmitter is suspended 
directly below the balloon and the AB transmitter 2000 feet below the bal
loon. The FJ transmitter measures sun angle and balloon rotation; the AB 
transmitter measures the wind shear speed and the wind direction relative 
to sun position. After 11 days the balloon appears to be flying well and 
all systems are operating.

Flight Status -- 200 Millibars

Flight 112203 LB which was launched on 14 December 1967 moved into the 
Northern Hemisphere on about 6 February 1968 and it appears that it will 
remain in the Northern Hemisphere. Cooperating tracking stations have been 
set up on Guam and in France to insure that the balloon is tracked contin
uously. This balloon, which includes .a strain gauge, shows no gas loss to 
date.

Flight 113202 YYY is still flying after 64 days. The cadmium-sulfide 
solar cell panel which energizes a separate transmitter (113207 UUU) is 
still performing well.

Flight Status -- 100 Millibars

Flight 99102 LLL was last heard on 24 January 1968 on its 114th day.

Flights 98104 QQQ, 100104 NNN and 119103 SX are still flying.

The following balloons are presumed still flying on 19 February 1968:

98104 QQQ 
100104 NNN 
107307 JN 
112203 LB 
113202 YYY 
113207 UUU 
119103 SX 
123302.AB 
123306 FJ

143 days
144 days 
92 days 
67 days

64 days 

29 days 

11 days
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Flight Plans

During the remainder of February and March, thirteen flights will be 
made at 900 millibars and 700 millibars.

Three flights will be made during March of metal-capped balloons at 
500 millibars.

Four test flights at 300 millibars will be made in May and June to test 
the Cannibal-loon concept.

Ten additional flights will be made at 200 millibars during April, May 
and June to provide climatological data on the circulation at 200 millibars 
and to test the use of metal caps at this altitude.
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